name

alias

look
heritage: akoros - the dagger isles
iruvia - severos - skovlan - tycheros

background: academic - labor - law
trade - military - noble - underworld

you have an intense need: life essence. to satisfy this need, possess a living victim and consume their
spirit energy (this may be a downtime action). when you do so, clear half your drain (round down).

drain

gloom

harm
3

chaotic - destructive - furious
obsessive - territorial - savage
healing
project clock:
need fill to drop
harm by
help all
one level

0

2

-1d

1

less
effect

1

2

3

armor uses
armor
heavy armor
special armor

earning xp
every time you roll a desperate action, mark xp in that action's attribute.
at the end of each session, for each item below, mark 1 xp (in your playbook or an attribute) or 2
xp if that item occurred multiple times.
you exacted vengeance upon those whom you deem deserving.
you expressed your your outrage or anger, or settled scores from your heritage or background.
you struggled with issues from your need or glooms during the session.

teamwork

planning
choose a plan, then provide the missing detail
for the operation:

assist a teammate: pay 1 stress to give +1d

assault: point of attack

occult: arcane power

lead a group action: everyone rolls

deception: method

social: connection

protect a teammate: take a consequence

stealth: point of entry

transport: route

set up a teammate: improve position

enemies and rivals

gather information
what do they intend to do?
how can I get them to [X]?
what are they really feeling?
what should I lookout for?
where's the weakness here?
how can I find [X]?
what's really going on here?

4

veteran: choose special abilities from other sources:

coin

ghost

crew

a spirit
without a body
advanced playbook
playbook xp
ghost traits
● ghost form: you are now a concentration of electroplasmic
vapor which resembles your living body and clothes. you may
weakly interact with the physical world and vice versa. you're
vulnerable to arcane powers and electroplasmic effects. you
move about by floating and may fly swiftly without tiring.
you may slowly flow through small openings as a vapor. you
chill the area around you and are terrifying for the living
to behold. you are affected by spiritbane charms (take 2
drain to overcome the repulsion). whenever you would take
stress, take drain instead. when you would take trauma, take
gloom instead.
dissipate: you can disperse the electroplasmic vapor of your
ghostly form in order to pass through solid objects for a
moment. take 1 drain when you dissipate, plus 1 drain for each
feature: it lasts longer (a minute — an hour — a day) — you
also become invisible — anything that passes through your
form becomes dangerously electrified.
manifest: take 1 drain to flow through the electroplasmic
pathways of the ghost field in order to instantly travel to
any place you knew intimately in life, or to answer the
summoning call of a compel.
poltergeist: take 1 drain to strongly interact with the
physical world for a few moments (as if you had a normal
body). extend the reach and magnitude of your interaction to
include telekinetic force and electroplasmic discharges by
taking more drain (2-6).
possess: you may attune to the ghost field in order to take
control of a living body. when your control is challenged,
you must re-attune (risking electroplasmic harm) or leave the
body. your control is challenged when: you consume spirit
energy from the host — when arcane powers act against you
— when the host's will is driven to desperation. you may easily
and indefinitely possess a hull or hollow which has been
ritually prepared for you (change your playbook to hull or
vampire, respectively).

insight
●

prowess
●

resolve
●

xp

hunt
study
survey
tinker
xp

finesse
prowl
skirmish
wreck
xp

attune
command
consort
sway

bonus die
push yourself (take 2 stress)
-oraccept a devil’s bargain

items (with you in ghost form)

ghost abilities (prev playbook)

Note: Items in Green will not print, so remember to fill them in afterward.

long-term projects & notes

WANTED
E DEAD, ALIVE, OR OTHERWISE D

A SUBSTANTIAL REWARD IS HEREBY OFFERED FOR ANY
INFORMATION REGARDING THE NOTORIOUS OUTLAW

e

f

WHO IS WANTED BY THE DOSKVOL CITY WATCH FOR
THE FOLLOWING HEINOUS CRIMES AGAINST THE CROWN:

Threatening Public Safety, Unlawful Manifestation,
Eavesdropping
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